
Curve Carbon Offsetting
Lower Carbon Impact VLSFO Production
Singapore Carbon Hub

Due to the hydrogen (derived from on-site Steam Methane Reforming)
spent in the hydrotreatment for the cracking of middle distillates - the
carbon footprint of blended VLSFO is higher than Curve Benchmark
VLSFO.

Curve is near ambient and has no reliance on SMR derived hydrogen
and so is not associated with the SMR Carbon Footprint.

Curve does not require secondary cracking and hydrotreatment. This
avoided carbon footprint factor is enhanced further if we compare the
low energy requirements of the StandAlone Plant with the high carbon
impact of Refinery Hydrocracking re-runs

How Carbon Offsetting (via Carbon Offset Units - COUs) Works:

After determining the incremental costs (or pricing formula) that would apply in
pairing the specific commodity with COUs, the counter-parties must decide (i)
which party will bear the incremental carbon offset cost—seller, buyer or a third
party via a pass-through mechanism (e.g., refinery, power generator, energy
consumer); (ii) how to document the incremental cost and allocate it under the
applicable master carbon neutral agreement, confirmation or annex to the
underlying LNG or crude oil sale and purchase agreement; and (iii) how to
document the quality and risks associated with the COUs.

The best approach for the seller (refinery) buyer (trader) or third party (ship
operator) is clearly to use a technology that requires the minimum COU
correction.

In May, Singapore began Climate Impact X, likely to becomeAsia Pacific's
leading Carbon Exchange - and as the World's largest Bunkering Hub it is likely
to be the main exchange for trading carbon neutrality between the Refining and
Shipping Sectors. Curve Benchmark VLSFO can play a role.

Climate Impact X
Singapore Carbon Offsetting Hub
Bridging the Carbon Neutrality
between Refining & Shipping

SMR Derived Hydrogen for
Mid Distillate Cracking -
High CO2 Footprint
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Steam Methane Reforming (SMR) Derived Hydrogen
The Carbon Footprint Pathway of Hybrid Feedstocks & of Curve Feedstocks

Hybrid VLSFO Feedstocks (>60% Mid
Distillates). Large volumes of Hydrogen
used (derived from Steam Methane
Reforming). Carbon Footprint Increased.

Curve VLSFO Feedstocks (>85% Heavy
Distillates). No specific need for Hydrogen
(no exposure to the Steam Methane
Reforming Carbon Footprint). Low Carbon
Impact from ambient Desulphurization.

SMR - Steam Methane Reforming
On-Site Hydrogen Supply

Hydrogen is unstable and difficult to
transport so in refineries it is produced on
site via SMR (steam methane reforming).

Over 95% of the world’s hydrogen is
produced using the steam methane
reforming process (SMR). In this reaction,
natural gas is reacted with steam at an
elevated temperature to produce carbon
monoxide and hydrogen. A subsequent
reaction — the water gas shift reaction —
then reacts additional steam with the
carbon monoxide to produce additional
hydrogen and carbon dioxide.

CURVE LOWER CARBON PROCESS FOOTPRINT
Recognision of the secondary processing carbon
footprint achieves a significant premium for Curve
Benchmark VLSFO, because of the non-dependency
of SMR Derived Hydrogen - it is the Greener VLSFO.
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